...From the Great Central Sun...
...Throughout Cosmos...
...Around the galaxies...
...Across the Milky Way...
... To our solar system...
...Into planet Earth...
…Welcome To South America…

Welcome to CHILE
Chile is found at the southernmost portion of South America, running along the westernmost coast of the continent.
Chile is 4,300 km (2,667 Miles) long and on average 175 km (109 Miles) wide, which has given our country a wide range of climates.
...from the driest mountains through the lush green and lakes to the glaciers...
…Views of Chile…

…from West to East…
...views of Santiago...

...during Fall and Winter...
...BREATHTAKING VIEWS OF THE VERY FAMOUS PAINE TOWERS AT THE VERY SOUTH OF CHILE...
Because of its strategic position in the continent, the Andes Mountain range provide a natural spinal cord for Chile, running all along the easternmost border of the country.
...and the pacific ocean bathes the country’s shore line all along the western border...
Views of the North zone
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The Northern part of Chile is very dry.
...and it is famous for the Atacama desert, the dryest desert in the world...

...yet every so many years the desert, with just a little bit of rain, blooms...
Chuquicamata is the largest copper open pit mine and second deepest of the world.
We have the clearest skies of the world...

...with some of the most technologically advanced observatories hosting thousands of scientists yearly from all over the world.
The central part of Chile is a very fertile zone, with a mild Mediterranean type of climate that provides suitable temperatures for fruit production.
...fruit like grapes, peaches, cherries, avocados and others that is exported to many places around the world...
Due to its vast costal territory the central zone has many tourist attractions and resorts by the sea.
The southern part of Chile has cooler and damper climate, which allows beautiful sightseeing with many lakes and snowed picks all around it.
The southernmost portion of our country has much lower temperatures all year round that provides the perfect environment for some of the few glaciers left around the world.

Monte San Valentín
Flor nacional copihue
Glaciar O'Higgins
Glaciar San Rafael
Glaciar Grey
Glaciar Montt
Volcán Hudson
Antartida Chilena
Collaique
Cabo de hornos
Araucarias
Aisen
Chile was founded in 1540 by Spanish colonizers and begin its independency movement in 1810… We are celebrating our bicentennial anniversary this year!!!
We were colonized mainly by Spanish people at first but later on we also had people from Italy, England, France and Germany come to the Young Republic of Chile.

The native Chilean Indians were many, but the “Araucanos” were the bravest fighting against the Spaniards for 300 years.

They all left a tremendous legacy as they helped form and shape our country...

Un Saludo Especial

Un día como hoy, 7 de diciembre de 1850, cruzando el océano llega desde Hamburgo Alemania a Valdivia, el barco “Susanne”, en el cual llegaron las familias emigrantes:

ANSORGE
BEUERLEIN
BOEHMWAHL
BUCK
DEMPPLIN
DOELL
FLUESTER
FRIEDRICH
GERSTER
GIETSEN
GOLDBERG
GRUENWALD
HAEBLER
HAENTSCHEL
HELT
ISRAEL
KISSLING
KLOTZ
KNOCHENHAUER
KOELNER
KOTHER
KRAUSE
KRUG
LINKE
LOCHER
LORENZ
MAITTIG
MUELLER
MUSCHGAY
NEUMANN
RIEDEL
SCHILLING
SCHLEGEL
SCHMIDT
STAEBLE
WAERTIG
WAHL
WEDEKIND
WEDER
WEDELINER
WINKEL
ZEIDLER

Por ello, al cumplirse hoy 150 años de la llegada de nuestros antepasados a estas tierras, la familia Mättig Riquelme hace llegar un fraternal abrazo a todos los descendientes de estos colonos alemanes que participaron juntos en esta hermosa y esforzada travesía y nueva vida.

Valdivia - Chile, diciembre 7 del año 2000.
At the present moment Chile’s population is 17,000,000. The Chilean economy has been the strongest economy of the Latin-American region for the last 15 years.
We are also a land of poets... with two Novel Literature Prizes.

Gabriela Mistral in 1945

“Little feet of children blue with cold, how can they see you and not cover you, my God!”

Pablo Neruda in 1971

“I grew up in this town, my poetry was born between the hill and the river, it took its voice from the rain, and like the timber, it steeped itself in the forests.”
And a country of poet singers
like Violeta Parra with her
famous song: “Thanks to Life”

Thanks to life, which has given me so much.
It gave me two beams of light, that when opened,
Can perfectly distinguish black from white
And in the sky above, her starry backdrop,
And from within the multitude
The one that I love.

Thanks to life, which has given me so much.
It gave me an ear that, in all of its width
Records— night and day—crickets and canaries,
Hammers and turbines and bricks and storms,
And the tender voice of my beloved.

Thanks to life, which has given me so much.
It gave me sound and the alphabet.
With them the words that I think and declare:
"Mother," "Friend," "Brother" and the light shining.
The route of the soul from which comes love.

Thanks to life, which has given me so much.
It gave me the ability to walk with my tired feet.
With them I have traversed cities and puddles
Valleys and deserts, mountains and plains.
And your house, your street and your patio.

Thanks to life, which has given me so much.
It gave me a heart, that causes my frame to shudder,
When I see the fruit of the human brain,
When I see good so far from bad,
When I see within the clarity of your eyes...

Thanks to life, which has given me so much.
It gave me laughter and it gave me longing.
With them I distinguish happiness and pain—
The two materials from which my songs are formed,
And your song, as well, which is the same song.
And everyone’s song, which is my very song.
Thanks to life
Thanks to life
Thanks to life
Thanks to life
The Hearts Center Chile was informally started in 2007. Our president Jaime Urrutia began teaching in his home every Thursday evening with classes for new comers...
Later on, in January 3rd of 2009 during the New Year’s Conference in Dallas, TX USA our dear Master Jesus the Christ officially announced His and the Hierarchy’s sponsorship for Chile and South-America.
“I Jesus Bless, sanctify and commission the Hearts Center of Santiago Chile on this day and once again I bless this task and seal their work in the light, heart, head and hand. May all those who you get in contact be blessed through you by my presence and may the Holly Spirit also give testimony of this union and this grace, from this day on and for as long as you comply with your vows within this movement of the Heart Center. I Jesus will speak when you invite me in the year 2010 if a place and time is prepared for me. And the beloved Saint Germain as my father, my Mother and my bride in that life will also be honored to speak to all the people you have invited”.
...Since then we have been working on implementing our Local Hearts Center... And thanks to Patricia Zurita we have an official headquarters facility...
Our Local Hearts Center has since continued with weekly classes for new comers and mid-level. Later on, this year we started our regular Saturday services as well as some occasional Sunday services.
During last year we have hosted a few enlightening events:

Our 1st event was a public speech about the Violet Light and the Hierarchy of Ascended Masters given in the Cultural Center of the city of “Las Condes.”
Our 2nd one was a seminar on the Cosmic Clock given in a well-known Natural Clinic site called: “Vida Sana” (Healthy Life)
It’s our Joy to announce that we will be hosting The Hearts Center upcoming Pilgrimage announced by the ascended master Jesus back in Jan 3rd of 2009
The name of the Conference will be:

“The blessing of seventh age of freedom”

Saint Germain speaks on behalf of the Holly Family
We are so deeply moved about this event because the Ascended Masters have said that the amount of light they are planning to release would be comparable to amount of light released when Jesus incarnated at the beginning of the Picean Age.
Here is a list of the dictations that will provide a Major Release of Light as announced by the Ascended Masters for the Pilgrimage to Chile:

Heartstream by Surya and Cuzco
“A Recalibration of the Auric Field of Chile”

HeartStream by Unnamed Cosmic Being “We Raise America in Cosmic Violet Light”
HeartStream by the Great Divine Director “My Vision of the Seventh Age”

HeartStream by Helios and Vesta “Become the Sun Where You Are!”
Here is the list of the rest of the dictations announced for the Pilgrimage to Chile:

HeartStream by Jesus and Magda “Let your Light Shine in this Age”

HeartStream by Kuthumi “Befriend God through a Compassionate Heart”

HeartStream by Archangel Michael “I Initiate You in Blue Fire Faith for your Ascension”

HeartStream by Mother Mary: “I Seal your Heart in my Immaculate Heart”
HeartStream by Maha Chohan “A Personal Anointing by the Holy Spirit”

HeartStream by Saint Germain and Portia “The Blessing of the 7th Age of Freedom”

HeartStream by Lord Zadkiel “I Send Violet Waves of Freedom to South America”

HeartStream by El Morya “Darshan on the Initiatic Path”
HeartStream by Virgo & Pelleur on behalf of the Hierarchs of the elementals “Let Peace Flow Into Earth Here!”

HeartStream by Amazonia “A Clearance of Ancient Lemurian Records”

HeartStream by God and Goddess Meru “Titicaca’s Light is Yours to Discover”

HeartStream by Justina with Mighty Victory “The Joyful Path of Victory is Yours Now!”
During our pilgrimage we will be visiting:

Mother Mary’s shrine in
St. Cristobal Hill
During our pilgrimage we will also be visiting:

St. Teresa de los Andes shrine
(disciple of St Theresa of Avila who was an incarnation of Lady Kristine)
...We invite you to come and be part of God’s Chilean alchemy October 8-12 of 2010, to take the freedom torch and come to impulse the incarnation of the seventh root race...
...We look forward to having you all here with us, as we continue to bring Light unto our planet and joyfully enrich our lives through this life changing experiences...